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Pet grooming is an important part of ensuring the overall health, hygiene and happiness of
domestic animals. If you want to make a career out of your passion for our furry friends, this
course will provide you with specialised training in all aspects of pet grooming services.

Learn from our team of experienced lecturers who can guide you to build a solid skillset in pet
grooming, which will qualify you to work under supervision in a pet grooming establishment.
Grow your knowledge in providing a high standard of hygiene grooming for domestic pets
including washing, brushing and drying dogs, cleaning ears, using grooming tools and
equipment, as well as specific grooming for different dog breeds and coats.

This is the most comprehensive qualification for pet grooming in Australia, and you’ll gain job
ready skills for employment in any facility offering pet grooming services including, mobile or
shop front salons, veterinary clinics, boarding kennels and pet retail outlets.

Students must have a genuine empathy for animals along with the communication skills and
physical ability to successfully perform work placement in the pet grooming industry.

Study in specialist facilities
Our Murdoch campus has a dedicated Pet Grooming Clinic open to the general public which
provides a simulated workplace environment. Students can gain hands-on experience in a real-
life setting serving clients, taking care of animals and advancing their skills in pet grooming.

Work placement is mandatory for completion of this course. SM TAFE will arrange a suitable work
placement within industry for you which will involve your attendance at a workplace.

Your qualification prepares you for roles such as:
Pet Groomer

Apply now

https://www.southmetrotafe.wa.edu.au/public-services-and-outlets/pet-grooming-clinic-murdoch
https://tasonline.tafe.wa.edu.au/Default.aspx
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Course Overview

Location Duration Competitive Selection criteria

Geraldton No No selection criteria

Location Duration Competitive Selection criteria

Murdoch Two semesters No No selection criteria


